Brian Nettz of Black Horse Hosts Holiday Golf

Bayonet and Black Horse Golf Courses are situated just north of Monterey off Pacific Coast Highway 1 in Seaside. The US Army owned both courses as part of Fort Ord until the base was inactivated in 1993. In 1997 the golf courses were purchased by the City of Seaside and leased to BSL Golf Corp.

Bayonet Golf Course was named after the Army’s 7th Infantry Division, the first major unit to occupy Fort Ord, as well as the last. With over 7,110 yards of oak and cypress lined fairways, Bayonet Golf Course was designed in 1954 by General Robert McClure, the Commanding Officer of the post at that time. McClure, a left-handed golfer with a severe slice, designed the course to fit his game. This is evidenced by holes #11-15, a series of sharp doglegs to the left. These holes are widely known as “Combat Corner”, interrupted only by a 215-yard uphill par 3.

As the sister course to Bayonet, Black Horse was designed in 1964 by General Edwin Carnes, the Commanding General at that time. The course was routed in less than a week with construction starting shortly thereafter. Black Horse was named after the 11th Calvary Regiment (nicknamed Black Horse). The course was originally built to around 6,500 yards. During 1998 many changes were made to Black Horse to bring it to over 7,000 yards and to a par 72. The course is much more hilly than Bayonet and offers many views of the Monterey Bay and surrounding cities.

“Volunteer” enlisted soldiers built both courses. The solders planted over 5,000 trees on the near treeless site. During the past five years many of the trees have been limbed up and some have been removed. Clearing for construction on both courses was done this summer for some hole rerouting that will take place late next year.

The following year a 350 room hotel will be built on what is the current driving range.

The superintendent of Black Horse is Brian Nettz. Brian was born in San Jose and moved to Minneapolis, MN as a child. His brother Jim got him interested in the golf business when he started as a seasonal on the maintenance staff at Interlachen Country Club. Brian and his wife Heidi live in Monterey.

Assistant’s Boot Camp Proves to be a Big Success

The 2001 Assistant Superintendent Boot Camp at the Asilomar Conference Center in Pacific Grove, CA, was a big success. The program began with a Sunday evening dinner and an opening presentation by Ted Horton, CGCS, President of THC Consulting Services. Horton provided plenty of helpful information on employment relations, covering everything from tips on recruitment to legal responsibilities with employees.

The next day began with a breakfast, followed by an array of superior speakers throughout the day, all addressing a variety of subjects. Bruce Williams, CGCS, of Los Angeles Country Club focused on the keys to success and the necessary skills for excelling in the industry. Helpful tips on resume writing and interview preparation were also covered in his presentation.

Next, Ted Horton, CGCS, spoke to the importance of Long Range Planning and How to Execute Golf Course Maintenance Improvements and Programs. He shared plenty of quality information on how to plan for future success. He also shared some personal experiences from his career, which the assistants were easily able to relate to in their own work environments.

The attendees and speakers got a chance to have lunch together in the large dining hall on the grounds at Asilomar. Immediately after lunch the program focused on the importance of communication and teamwork. It was well demonstrated through a skit performed by the management team of Corral de Tierra Country Club.

Contributors included Superintendent P.J. Spellman II, PGA Head Golf Professional Gerry Greenfield, and General Manager Todd Meginness. Through role-playing they were able to display how a team can fail if weak communication channels exist. They were also effective in sharing how a team can succeed through teamwork and ongoing open communication.

The segment on Agronomic Updates- The Advances in Growing Turf brought together some of the nation’s experts. They including Kevin Morris, Executive Director with the National Turfgrass Evaluation Program, Dr. Randy Kane with the Chicago District Golf Association, and Dr. David Zoldoske, Director of the Center for Irrigation Technology at Fresno State University. Plenty of worthwhile information was shared and time was made available for attendees to ask pertinent questions of the speakers.

Dinner was followed by an informative presentation given by Gail Rogers, Director of Education for the Northern California Golf Association. With the topic, Golf: You Make the Call-A Rules and Course Marking Refresher, Gail held the attention of all those present.

The final day opened with breakfast and was followed by a detailed presentation by Association President Bob Costa, CGCS, & Director of Golf Course Management for the Lombardo Group. He spoke about the various public agencies and their specific functions and requirements. He